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 MS SQL Server is a relational database management system designed as a client/server or multi-instance system that supports
multitenant, partitioned and replicated databases. Windows Server was developed as part of a refresh of the Windows NT

family of operating systems. The Windows NT operating system is a 32- or 64-bit operating system developed by Microsoft for
use on a wide range of personal computers, servers and embedded systems. It is the successor to Windows 9x and Windows NT

4. SQL Server Express with Advanced Services is a free edition of SQL Server with limited functionality and is used as a
desktop database. SQL Server Advanced Services (SAS) is a feature of the SQL Server database server that allows external

applications to connect to SQL Server databases and provide services such as replication, backup, authentication and
authorization, and high availability. Microsoft provides two types of SQL Server: a SQL Server Enterprise Edition database

server and a SQL Server Express Edition database server. The latter is designed to provide a cost-effective solution, while the
former is intended for use by businesses. Microsoft offers three editions of SQL Server: Standard Edition, Enterprise Edition
and Ultimate Edition. The SQL Server Express edition provides the ability to install and run a database server program on a

computer. SQL Server Express Edition provides the ability to access Microsoft SQL Server through a thin client, such as
Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, and other desktop applications. Awards SQL Server is widely recognized as one of
the most important, if not the most important, database management system. Microsoft SQL Server is the best selling database
software on the market today. In 2000, at the World Wide Developer Conference (WWDC), Microsoft released an edition of

SQL Server that targeted the developing world, and was named SQL Server Express. Later editions of SQL Server Express have
been released with support for Unicode characters, Unicode objects, Unicode strings and Unicode strings, as well as support for

drag-and-drop, drag-and-drop support, and other features that Microsoft Office 2000 and Office XP support. In 2003,
Microsoft released SQL Server 2005, which was designed to be more suitable for enterprise deployments and thus included

many additional features, such as columnstore indexes, fulltext indexes, spatial indexes, replication, simplified licensing,
disaster recovery, service broker, CLR, and many other features. SQL Server 2008 was released in 2008, adding many features,
such as support for CLR stored procedures, data compression, Replication, and other features, which have become standard. A
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